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Just imagine having one of these modern kitchens in your ov/n home. How efficient it is—there's a sanitary place
for everything in the Modern Steel Cabinets. Kitchens like these stay "spic and span" v/ith practically no effort.

When you get yours, you'll proudly invite your friends into the kitchen—you'll entertain them there; and they'll

love it.
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YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU

INSTALLED A MODERN STEEL KITCHEN
In your home, as in nearly all others, life re-

volves around the kitchen. It is the workshop and

office for most home activities. It has been called

the most important room in the home—the very

heart of a home.

It is altogether fitting that much scientific

study in recent years has been devoted to the

business of kitchen planning. No small part of

this planning has centered on steel kitchen cabi-

nets. They are now developed and perfected and

reasonably priced so that you can have an ideal,

scientifically planned kitchen right in your own

home.
Modern Steel kitchen cabinets offer all that's

good in kitchen cabinet efficiency. They match

the beauty and easy-to-clean styling of your ma-

jor kitchen appliances such as stove, refrigerator

and sink.

From the full selection of sizes and styles of

Modern Steel cabinets catalogued here, an effici-

ent grouping can be made for your kitchen—re-

gardless of its size or shape.

Modern Steel cabinets provide lifetime,

trouble-free permanence. They are built of heavy

gauge steel electrically welded together for rigid

strength. The drawers and doors work perfectly

—all the time. There can be no swelling, stick-

ing or warping of steel in damp weather—neither

can it shrink when it is dry. Modern Steel cabi-

nets are quiet and noiseless because door and

drawer fronts are insulated and close against

rubber bumpers. Here are cabinets that provide

sanitary, orderly storage for foodstuffs, utensils

and dishes.

The easy-to-clean finish that is provided by the

tough baked enamel appeals strongly to most

housewives. The enamel is baked onto the steel

under high temperatures. It will not crack or chip

and splattering cooking fats or fumes do not

affect or stain the finish in any way. The finish

cleans quickly and easily with a damp cloth and

soap.

When these cabinets are installed in your

home, your kitchen becomes a much easier room

to work in. Time and labor will be saved in the

kitchen, thus providing leisure for other activities.

The kitchen becomes a beautiful room to enjoy

—

a room that you will exhibit to your guests with

rightful pride,

Modern Steel Equipment Co., Geneva, Illinois

COPYRIGHT 1938 BY THE MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.. GENEVA. ILLINOIS
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WALL

CABINETS

Shown at the right are
typical wall cabinet
units. It will be noted
that the clean, simple
lines of the wall cab-
inets provide smooth,
sanitary surfaces that
require little or no at-

tention to keep them in

their original "spic and
span" appearance.
Complete range of the
wall cabinet sizes avail-
able is shown on page
twelve.

BASE

CABINETS

The handsome all-

steel base cabinets
shown here are fin-

ished with a fine

quality synthetic
enamel that has
been baked onto
the steel. This fin-

ish is one that is

easy to clean and
will not discolor.
Drawers and doors
in base cabinets
are accurately fitted

so as to close and
catch with pre-
cision. Complete
details as to avail-
able sizes of base
cabinets are given
on page twelve.

Double-door wall cabinet equipped with shelves for general storage
purposes. Both doors open independently.

Combination cupboard and drawer base cabinet. This unit offers
diversified storage and is especially useful in preparation area.

Single-door, cupboard type base cabinet
supplied with door hinged on either right
or left side. Illustration shows door
hinged on right side.

Double-door, cupboard type base cabinet
with full width top drawer and roomy
storage compartment with shelf below.

All drawer base cabinet facilitates stor-
age of hard-to-stack pots and pans. Also
intended for use with bread box and other
accessories.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA, ILLINOIS



MODERN STEEL

CABINETS

Wall cabinet 18" high, 13" deep. Convenient for use over

refrigerator, sink or range.

Modern Steel cabinets are de-

signed to be grouped into as-

semblies quickly and easily.

Years of experience and study

In kitchen planning have de-

veloped in this group of Mod-
ern Steel cabinets a unit for

every purpose. Many different

sizes and combinations are

available to meet every kitchen

planning need. All dimensional

data and a full showing of all

available sizes are given on

page twelve.

Narrow, single-door wall cabinet furn-

ished with door hinged on either right

or left side. Illustration shows door

hinged on right side.

Sink base cabinet is used as sink bowl enclosure in

assembling cabinets under continuous sink top.

Furnished with full sides, bottom, sub-base and

ventilated top panel.

Plate warmer cabinet has satin finish chromium
steel lining, is insulated with rock-wool and
electrically heated. The cabinet is equipped
with two woven wire sliding shelves.

Page
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Implement cabinet especially equipped with

hooks and clips for the convenient storage of

broom, vacuum cleaner, etc.

Utility cabinet provides roomy storage for

linen, dishes or even pots and pans.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO

GENEVA. ILLINOIS
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CORNER

CABINETS
A corner wall cabinet solves the prob-
lem of continuing wall cabinets
around a right angle corner in "L"
or "U" shaped installations.

Corner base cabinet designed to uti-

lize corner space in "L" or "U" shaped
installations. Supplied for either
right or left hand corner. Illustration

shows right hand construction.

CODNTER TOPS

FOR BASE CABINETS
All work tops for base cabinets are made in standard
1 1/2" thickness. The depth and length vary according
to your specific requirements. Tops are fabricated in

your choice of the following materials:

LINOLEUM
Made with solid 7-ply wood core on which medium
gauge linoleum is laminated under pressure; edges
bound with stainless steel on all sides.

The linoleum used will withstand heat up to 2 1
2° F—

boiling water will not harm it. An occasional dressing
with wax or boiled linseed oil cleans and restores the
original luster. Due to the composition, linoleum tops

are the quietest type and safest for fine china and
glassware.

MAPLE (LAMINATED)

Made of solid sections of laminated maple, fastened
together with metal rods, the heads of which are re-

cessed and concealed with maple plugs.

In addition to the above specific types, a variety of
materials are available upon special request including

stainless steel, Monel metal, porcelain enamel on steel,

Formica on wood core, or composition covered counter
and work tops.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA, ILLINOIS



FILLER STRIPS and

FINISHING SECTIONS

TRIM MOULDING—Makes neat closure joint between top

of wall cabinets and furring or ceiling. MS—MOULDING STRIP—Aluminum wedge seals crevice be-

tween linoleum sink top and adjacent base cabinet. Supplied

with cement.

BOTTOM PLATE—Recommended on under side of 18" high

wall cabinets used over refrigerator or range. Also finishes

bottoms of 30" high cabinets smoothly.

HMS—MOULDING STRIP—Aluminum wedge used to join Mod-
ern Steel base cabinets onto porcelain sink top. Supplied with

cement.

BASE SCRIBING FILLER—Designed to take

up any left over space 3" or under. Can be
cut on job to fit uneven walls.

CORNER FILLER— For joining

cabinets at right angle corner.

Made 18" or 30" for wall cab-
inets and 30'/2" with base for

base cabinets.

WALL SCRIBING FILLER—Designed to take

up left over space 3" or under, at end of

wall cabinet. Can be cut on job for uneven
walls.

Page
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MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA. ILLINOIS



GLASS DOORS may be supplied as an accessory
to replace regular doors on any wall cabinet.

Ornamental CORNER SHELF—a color item to
beautify the kitchen and take up small left-over
corners.

UTILITY SHELF made of stainless steel with enamel
back. Used under No. 2418 wall cabinet, between
30" high units.
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These handy accessories keep every-
thing at your finger tips. They make it

possible to locate within easy reach ma-
terials or utensils very often difficult to
arrange in plain drawers or on shelves.

They provide sanitary storage in con-
tainers that are in harmony with the
planned kitchen instead of a hodge-
podge of miscellaneous canisters, tins,

etc. All are quickly and easily removable
for cleaning.

TRAY STORAGE INSERT can be easily installed in

a 24-C base cabinet, providing a convenient stor-
age for serving trays, large platters, etc.

TOWEL RACK with cadmium plated rods,
out easily for accessibility.

FLOUR SUGAR and MEAL BINS for bulk storage.
bach heavtly tinned container has separate lid.



Wire CONDIMENT SHELF, or step shelf, for or-

derly storage of small package items, so as to be
independently accessible.

CUP HOOK RACKS are easily attached to the
underside of any shelf in wall cabinets. No drill-

ing necessary. Racks are equipped with cadmium
plated hooks.

SLIDING FLOUR BIN with sifter operates on ex-
tension slides. Easily removed for cleaning. Also
available with sugar cut-off.

GRILLED DOORS are used in place of regular
doors on sink fronts to provide additional ventila-
tion or cover radiators.

All Modern accessories are PACKAGE
TYPE which means if is possible to install

them at any time. It is not necessary to
have them built in at the factory. This
enables you to move them easily from
one location to another should some new
arrangement be found more convenient.
Also, additional items may be required
after kitchen has been in use for some
time. Anyone can slip these accessories
in place and in only a few instances is

even a screw driver required.
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AUXILIARY STORAGE RACK for cleaning ma-
terials attaches to door In sink cabinet. Made of
heavy wire.

Wire PAN COVER FILE fits any deep drawer and
keeps each cover orderly and independently ac-
cessible.

ybbtlABLt BIN made of expanded metal, fin*
[shed same as cabinet, may be installed in any
C or "SC" type base cabinet.

GARBAGE RECEPTACLE with removable, 8-quart
galvanized pail. Cover lifts automatically when
door is opened.

Heavily tinned BREAD BOX with sliding cover
made to fit neatly into any deep drawer. Equipped
with wire cake shelf.



TYPES OF KITCHENS

Page 10 •
STRAIGHT WALL KITCHEN

L" SHAPE KITCHEN

I.—The STRAIGHT WALL kitchen

utilizes only one wall of the room. The
installation may consist of a straight

line of cabinets only or the line-up

may also include a grouping of cabi-

nets along with range and refriger-

ator.

2.—The "L" SHAPE kitchen is a

model of compactness and efficiency

v/ith storage, preparation and clean-

ing, and cooking areas grouped in

perfect sequence—beginning with

storage at the service door and end-

ing with cooking area nearest the

dining room. Opposite two walls are

open for the many other kitchen

activities.

"U" SHAPE KITCHEN

3.—The "U" SHAPE kitchen presents

the most ideal possibility for arrang-

ing work areas in their most efficient

grouping. By placing sink on the cen-

ter wail, not a step is wasted in work-

ing from one area to the next.

CORRIDOR TYPE KITCHEN

4.—The CORRIDOR TYPE kitchen is

especially desirable where breakfast

nook and dining room are at opposite

ends of the room. It can be made
equally as efficient as other types of

kitchens by placing storage, cook-

ing and serving areas on one wall

and preparation and cleaning areas

on the other.



HERE'S HOW TO PLAN

YOUR MODERN KITCHEN
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SEND US ROUGH SKETCH
You need not be an expert to measure a kitchen.

Simply make a rough sketch showing where

doors and windows are located. Be sure to include careful measure-

ments of wall areas, height of window sills from floor, ceiling height,

and the size of your refrigerator and range or any other article you

wish to have in the kitchen. Send your rough drawing to our Kitchen

Planning Department or take it to our representative in your city. Our
kitchen planners will give you the benefit of their expert experience.

WE'LL SEND YOU DETAILED PLAN AND COLOR DRAWING

A/J0P£J3.N'Jt£EL £QUtPM£-Mf Co. C^g/Ate-r Layout Fojz A4zz£
l

A4&s
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We will send you a plan covering every detail necessary

to modernize your kitchen. Your contractor will find this

very valuable in making any alterations you may be con-

templating. In addition, v/e will send you a perspective

or elevation drawing so that you can easily visualize

exactly how your modernized kitchen will look. This can

also be used to decide color combinations.
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Shown below is drawing or work sheet which gives complete dimension information

on the entire line of Modern Steel Kitchen Cabinets. All available models and all of

the various sizes in which they are supplied are shown here. The drawer, door and
shelf arrangements of all models are also indicated on the drawings below. The wide
range of sizes and styles available make it easy to use Modern Steel cabinets for almost

every type or size of kitchen.
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In planning an installation of Modern Steel Cabinets, the information given below

will prove very helpful. The model number of each wall or base cabinet also indicates

its size. First two digits of a wall cabinet number indicate width of the cabinet. The

last two digits show its height. On base cabinets, the two digits indicate width of the

cabinet and the initials are a guide for drawer, door and shelf arrangement.

Drawings shown here are in quarter inch scale (l/
4"=l ft.) for ease In preparing

actual plans from this page.
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QUALITY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

THAT DISTINGUISH MODERN STEEL CABINETS

Cut-away section of door front

showing how sound insulating

material is placed within walls

of all doors and drawer fronts.

J
All drawers operate easily in a

non-friction type of drawer car-

rying suspension. Drawers stay

in perfect alignment empty or

full and stop automatically.

1

I
.....

Interior view of cabinet show-
ing neat, tightly fitted shelf

construction. Shelves are spot
welded info position, thus as-

suring rigidity and freedom
from rattles.

ALL BRIGHT CHROME

CHROME WITH REP BASE

CHROME WITH BLUE BASE

CHROME WITH BLACKBASE

Door and drawer pulls are of

handsome, modern design, as-

suring a comfortable, easy grip

on the handle.
_
Handles are

heavily plated with chromium.

Close-up section of cabinet
front snowing semi-concealed
door hinges. This qualify hinge
possesses unusual strength.

All base cabinets are con-
structed with a set-back, or re-

cess, on the floor line to pro-
vide ample toe space.

MATERIALS—All kitchen cabinet units shown in this cata-

log are fabricated from high grade, cold rolled steel of

heavy gauge to insure rigidity and long term durability.

All steel is carefully inspected before fabrication. Tops

of cabinets are made of the finest material available.

CONSTRUCTION—Steel parts for cabinets are carefully

formed and electrically spot-welded into position. This

type of sturdy construction assures absolute strength and

freedom from metallic rattles. Perfectly squared shelves

fit neatly against cabinet body for easy cleaning and to

prevent dust-catching corners. Shelves are of one-piece

steel construction with front edge squared and folded

over.

All door and drawer heads are 5
/s" thick of double

steel wall construction, with smooth, easy-to-clean flat

surface on both sides. Interiors of doors and drawer heads

are filled with sound-absorbing material to eliminate noise

and rattling. All doors and drawers close against rubber

bumpers. Construction of drawer slide permits easy re-

moval of drawer for cleaning or interchanging to another

cabinet.

FINISH—-After steel cabinets have been fabricated into

their finished size and shape, all joints and welds are pol-

ished to assure a smooth even finish. The raw steel cabinet

work is then carefully cleaned with chemicals to remove all

traces of grease which may have been left on the sheets

in the fabricating process. Frames are then carefully dried

before enamel is applied. Following this, the cabinets re-

ceive two coats of the highest quality synthetic enamel.

This enamel is applied by a baking process under high

temperatures and is consequently a very fine, durable

and pure white finish.

HARDWARE— Exterior hardware, such as door and drawer

pulls, is of heavy stamped metal on which a heavy and

durable coat of chromium has been carefully applied. The

design of these handles assures easy cleaning.

The all-steel hinges are of semi-concealed design. These

close-fitting hinges assure perfect door alignment and

unusual strength.

Catches v/hich hold doors closed are of a design which

experience has shown to be most successful.

WORKMANSHIP—Modern Steel kitchen cabinets are

built by men of long experience in the construction of

high quality metal cabinets. Each operation in the manu-

facture of these cabinets is carefully supervised. All cabi-

nets have been carefully designed and planned by kitchen

planning experts with the one idea in mind of producing

only the finest quality all-steel kitchen cabinets that can

be built.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA, ILLINOIS



KITCHEN SINK set-dps using

MODERN STEEL KITCHEN CADINETS
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Installation of Modern Steel sectional units is flexible enough to

permit use of Modern Steel cabinets with any cabinet type sink

top. Some of the most popular kinds of sink tops are illustrated

below.

Illustrations at right show choice of three cabinet groupings avail-

able for sinks of different lengths. For complete dimensional in-

formation, see page 13.

VARIOUS TYPES OF SINKS ARE SHOWN BELOW

k J'ffiL

! Ill II
Porcelain enamel on cast iron in standard sizes.

Custom built linoleum tops with porcelain or stainless steel bowls.

Custom built or standard sizes of stainless steel.

Custom built porcelain enamel on steel.
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YOUR OLD KITCHEN

WITH MODERN (Up-to-Date) STEEL CADINETS
Old kitchens are made into new kitchens eas-

ily, quickly and economically by the use of

Modern Steel kitchen cabinets. It is not neces-

sary to build a new home in order to have a

modern kitchen. Pictures on this page illus-

trate better than words how simply this trans-

formation is accomplished. In modern kitch-

ens, miles of steps are saved in accomplishing

everyday routine tasks. Modern kitchen plan-

ners can change your old fashioned kitchen

into an up-to-date efficient one with little or

no structural alteration and without the neces-

sity of expensive custom-built cabinets. With
the many sizes of standard stock cabinet units,

modernization is accomplished easily and
quickly.

Proper kitchen planning transformed the kitchen shown at the right Into
the cheerful workroom shown above at only a modest expenditure. Mea
preparation becomes a pleasure in the new room.

It is easy to see why kitchen efficiency increases immediately in institutional kitchens after they are modernized
with steel cabinets. Cleanliness and sanitation also come automatically

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA. ILLINOIS
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BUILD YOUR

AROUND A MODERN STEEL KITCHEN
When building a new house, special thought

and care should be given to the proper ar-

rangement of the kitchen. Location of doors
and windows should be carefully planned. In

order to simplify this planning, Modern engi-
neers have developed many practical "Ready-
Plan" combinations. By selecting one of these
combinations in the proper size to fit the avail-

able work area, it is quite a simple matter to
locate interior partitions to allow proper wall

space for the combination selected. On the
lower portion of this page are shown many such
package "Ready-Plan" combinations with a
table of standard sizes in which they can be
secured. Builders should welcome this informa-
tion as it saves considerable dlffculty when in-

stalling the finished cabinets. If new building
plans are sent to our nearest representative, or
the General Office, our Kitchen Planning De-
partment will develop a scientifically planned
kitchen for each plan submitted.

6" x 3'9" Unit Shown Above

"READY-PLAN" UNIT KT-I

LENGTH 9'-6" 10'-6" ll'-6" 12'-6" 13'-6" 14'-6"

Material List Wall and
Base Cabinet Assembly,
including trim,

1-2180-DI
1-21S0-DU
2-1830-WC
1-72T-SC

1-2180-DI
1-2180-DU
2-2130-WC
1-84T-SC

1-2180-DI
1-2180-DU
2-2733-WC
2-36CD-BC
1-24SC

1-2180-DI
1-2180-DU
2-3030-WC
2-42CD-BC
1-24SC

1-2180-DI
1-2180-DU
2-3030-WC
2-24C-BC
2-24D-BC
1-24SC

1-2180-DI
1-2180-DU
2-4230-WC
2-27C-BC
2-2 7D-BC
1-24SC

Linoleum Sink Top, in-
cluding Faucet and
Strainer

72"x22>£"w/
16x22 Fore.

Bowl. S" Back

84"x22H"w/
16x22 Pore.

Bowl, 8" Back

96"x22}£" w/
16x22 Pore.

Bowl, 8" Back

10S"x22>$"w/
16x22 Pore.

Bowl, S" Back

12D"x22M"w/
16x22 Pore.

3owl, 8" Back

l32"x22H"«/
16x22 Fore.

Bowl, 8" Back

Frir-e

"READY-PLAN" UNIT KT-II

LENGTH 5'-0" 6'-0" 7'-0" 8'-0" 9'-0" lQ'-O"

Material List Wall and
Ba-e Cabinet Assembly,
including trim.

2-1830-WC
1-60T-SC

2- 1833-WC
1-72T-SC

2-2 133-WC
1-S4T-SC

2-2733-WC
2-36CD-BC
1-24SC

2-3033-WC
2-42CD-BC
1-24SC

2-3633-WC
2-24C-BC
2-24D-BC
1-24SC

Linoleum Sink Top, in-
cluding Faucet and
Strainer.

60"x22K"w/
16x22 For.'.

Bowl, 8" Back

72"x22M"w/
16x22 Fore.

Bowl. S" Back

S4"x22M"w/
16x22 Pore.

Bowl, 8" Back

96"x22L£" w/
16x22 Fore.

Bowl, 8" Back

!08"x22H"w/
16x22 Pore.

Bowl, 8" Back

120"x22^"w /
16x22 Pore.

Bowl. 8" Back

Price

"READY-PLAN" UNIT KT-III

(SPECIFY RIGHT HAND OR LEFT HAND CORNER)

LENGTH S'-6"x3'-9" 9'-0"x3'-0" 9'-6"x5'-3" 10'-0"x5'-3" 10'-6"x5'-9" ll'-0"xS'-9"

Material List Wall and
Base Cabinet Assembly,
includingTrtm,Counter,
Tons, Sink Tops, Faucet
and Strainer.

1-1530-WC
1-3 333-WC
1-2433-WC
1-30-WCF
1-60T-SC
1-45CO-BC
1-lSC-BC
2-MS

1-1530-WC
2-3030-WC
1-30WCF
1-60T-SC
1-45CO-BC
1-24C-BC
2-MS

I- 1533-WC
1-3633-WC
2-2430-WC
1-30-WCF
1-60T-SC
1-45CO-BC
1-33C-BC
1-lSC-BC
2-MS

1-1530-WC
1-4233-WC
2-2433-WC
1-3 3-WCF
1-60T-SC
1-45CO-BC
1-36C-BC
1-lSC-BC
2-MS

1-1530-WC
2-2733-WC
2-2433-WC
1-30-WCF
1-60T-SC
1-45CO-BC
1-24C-BC
1-42CD-BC
2-MS

1-1530-WC
4-2733-WC
1-33-WCF
1-00T-SC
1-45CO-EC
3-24C-BC
2-MS

Price

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA. ILLINOIS
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WITH

MODERN KITCHENS

RENT EETTER

Shown below are only three typical

"Ready-Plan" combinations for

apartment Installations. Many oth-

ers are available to fit all types of

conditions.

Pag© 18 •

TYPICAL APARTMENT KITCHEN SET-UPS

i
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"READY-PLAN" UNIT NO. 1-5' WIDE

General Information:

No. 2418 Wall Cabinet

No. 3630 Wall Cabinet
Overhead Oven Kitchen Range
No. 18-C Base Cabinet
18" Sink Cabinet with Cutlery Drawer

Above equipment furnished with sink top of either

Linoleum or Porcelain. Refrigerator supplied by

local distributor.

"READY-PLAN" UNIT NO. 2-5' 6" WIDE

General Information:

2 No. 3030 Wall Cabinets

2 No. 30-WSF Wall Scribing Fillers

I
18" Sink Cabinet with Cutlery Drawer

I Four Burner Range (Gas or Electric)

Above equipment furnished with sink top of either

Linoleum or Porcelain. Refrigerator supplied by

local distributor.

,-, T,',

—

"READY-PLAN" UNIT NO. 3-6' WIDE

General Information:

2 No. 2430 Wall Cabinets

I No. 2418 Wall Cabinets

I No. 24-US Utility Shelf

I 24" Sink Cabinet with Cutlery Drawer

I Four Burner Range (Gas or Electric)

Above equipment furnished with sink top of either

Linoleum or Porcelain. Refrigerator supplied by

local distributor.
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MODERN STEEL

KITCHEN CABINETS

CAN BE INSTALLED

IN YOUR HOME

EASILY, QUICKLY

and ECONOMICALLY

Every cabinet unit to be used in your Modern Steel

kitchen leaves the factory completely assembled and
finished. They are transported to the job in specially

designed crates that protect the cabinets in transit.

On the job, no special equipment is required to in-

stall the cabinets. The only tools needed are a screw
driver, level, hammer and a saw. Setting the cabinets
permanently in place in the kitchen is so simple that

no skilled mechanics or factory trained workmen are

required.

In building each cabinet section at the factory,

great care is exercised to be sure that they are abso-
lutely plumb and square. Like care must also be
exercised in preparing the floor and walls of the room
in your house where the cabinets are to go, to insure

perfect alignment. Floor should be perfectly level and
all walls plumb.

A sufficient quantity of the proper size wood screws

are supplied with each cabinet section to attach If

securely to the wall. Bolts for locking each cabinet
section to the adjoining one are also supplied as regu-

lar equipment.

A complete set of specific installation instructions

is furnished with each order so the people who actually

install the cabinets will have detailed information be-

fore them for each progressive step of the installation

work. These instructions contain information on the

proper method of making minor adjustments such as

lining up doors and drawers after the installation Is

completed.

Should any accidental scratches occur in transit, a

quantity of "touch-up" enamel is supplied along with

instructions for repairing such blemishes.

The importance of taking careful measurements on

the job before ordering cabinets is very necessary and
precise care in writing up the order is also emphasized,

Cabinets are, of course, furnished exactly as ordered

and the dimensions of each cabinet section do not

vary from the dimensions given on the work sheet on

pages 12 and 13. So when measurements on the job

are carefully taken and cabinets of the proper size

are ordered, there should be no difficulty in making a

neat installation.

Odd-size, left-over space at the ends of the instal-

lation are easily and neatly filled by the use of scribing

fillers that are made for that specific purpose. See

pages 12 and 13 for information on filler strips,

It is well to remember that Modern Steel cabinets,

once properly installed, will last indefinitely. Just a

few minutes of extra care and precaution in installing

the cabinets may be the means of enhancing still furth-

er the beauty and enjoyment Modern Steel cabinets

bring to the home.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA. ILLINOIS
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HANDSOME FURNITURE

No. 90 Chair

Frame of chair is highly polished tubular

Chromsteel. Form-fitting seat and back

are of steel finished in choice of baked

enamel colors.

No. 92 Chair
(Not illustrated)

Same as above except seat and back are

upholstered in choice of Fabrikoid colors.

Porcelain enamel top 25

Baked white enamel apron. Chromsteel legs

No. 33 Table

x 40". Top white with red or black edge.

NO. 40 KITCHEN TABLE

Top Size—25" x 40"

All steel kitchen table with white

baked enamel drawer and ap-

ron. Legs and handle of Chrom-
steel. Top of Porcelain, Linoleum

or Formica.

NO. 36 KITCHEN TABLE

Same as above except Top Size

—25" x 36".

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.

GENEVA. ILLINOIS



COMPLETES THE MODERN KITCHEN

No. 25 Stool—24" High

Tubular Chromsteel base with tu-

bular outside ring that serves as

footrest. Top is upholstered in

choice of Fabrikoid colors.

No. 20 Stool—24" High
Base of stool is highly polished

Chromsteel. Seat of stool is made
of steel and finished in choice of

baked enamel colors.
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No. 82 Chair

Popular chair for kitchen or di-

nette. Entire frame is polished

Chromsteel. Seat and back up-

holstered in Fabrikoid.

No. 80 Chair
(Not illustrated)

Same as above except seat and
back of steel, finished in baked
enamel colors.

No. PD-36

Planning Desk

Planning desk provides handy place for

keeping recipes and store sales slips.

Made in tv/o sizes—one, No. PD-36 on a

25" x 36" table, the other, No. PD-27

on a 22" x 27" table. Priced and sold

complete with table.

MODERN STEEL EQUIPMENT CO

GENEVA, ILLINOIS
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Kitchen beauty hits a new high when the kitchen is equipped with snow white Modern Steel Cabinets. Proper

opportunity to inject color into the kitchen is provided on floors, walls, drapes and furniture. The glistening baked

enamel finish on the cabinets bespeaks only cleanliness and sanitation—the most admired qualities of a kitchen

in any home.





MODERN STEEL KITCHEN CABINETS
HAVE BEEN TESTED AND APPROVED
BY GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE
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